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3 Must Reads
for Business
Managers
11 STEPS TO
REINVENTING
YOURSELF

MANAGEMENT IS
(STILL) NOT
LEADERSHIP

COOL TOOL
MIND MAPPING
COGGLE

SUCCESS BYTES
Learning does not go out of
Style
This fortnight was a blur of activities…Tweet chatting was one we as a
team were doing for the first time and it was interesting to observe how
we as learning facilitators tackled the task of learning it.
A tweet-chat was an alien concept to our team. But in order to get the
message across of our signature workshop and passion “Women
Lead - Strategies that work for women in leadership”, the
team decided to get into the arena.
Rarely used twitter accounts were retrieved and thanks to our good
friend Runa Maitra we took our first tentative steps into the world of
tweet-chats.
There were concerns that we would not be able to express ourselves in
140 characters (For heaven sakes we are with participants for 2-3 days
so brevity is not an essential). There was also the concern that we
would not be able to type very quickly and of course how would we
respond to individual tweets in such a fast paced medium.
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But when we could accomplish it….the joy of learning was immense.
Check out our efforts
And that’s the key to learning as adults:
•

You learn if there is a reason to learn

•

You adopt many methods of learning (mentors, Google, trial and
effort and of course newsletters ;)

IF YOU ENJOY IT, FORWARD IT
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